Bruce Wayne (Christian Bale) travels to the Far East, where he's trained in martial arts by the mysterious League of Shadows. When Gotham City is threatened, Wayne returns intent on cleaning up the city.

With the help of Lt. Jim Gordon and District Attorney Harvey Dent, Batman sets out to rid the city of crime. His only obstacle is a criminal mastermind known to Gotham as The Joker.

Batman begins his protection of Gotham City. He battles against a corrupt police force, mob gangsters and the worst villain of all ... The Joker.

DVD 10376

DVD 11790

DVD 6885
The Phantom Menace: **DVD 968**
Attack of the Clones: **DVD 4797**
Revenge of the Sith: **DVD 12393**

A New Hope: **DVD 6791, DVD 6212**
The Empire Strikes Back: **DVD 6792**
Return of the Jedi: **DVD 6793**
Explore the creation of the Star Wars films, the development of the classic characters, and the birth of the lightsaber, through documentaries, featurettes, interviews, rare footage, theatrical trailers, stills collections, poster art, and more.

DVD 6790
DVD 12025
DVD 13572
BLU 0007
The series follows the adventures of a space-faring crew on board the starship USS Enterprise. The series is set about 70 years after the final mission of the original Enterprise crew under the command of James T. Kirk. The Federation has undergone significant internal changes in its quest to explore and seek out new life, adding new degrees of complexity and controversy to its methods, especially those focused on the Prime Directive.

Season 1: DVD 1793
Season 2: DVD 1794
Season 3: DVD 1795
Season 4: DVD 1728
Season 5: DVD 11836
The story of Harry Potter’s adventures at the magical school of Hogwarts and his battles against the dark wizard Lord Voldemort. Slowly, Harry unravels the mysteries of his original confrontation with Voldemort: why the Dark Lord tried to kill him, how he lived... and what he must do to survive another encounter and defeat He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone: **DVD 2501**
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets: **DVD 4744**
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban: **DVD 3552, DVD 11476**
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire: **DVD 11339**
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix: **DVD 6567**
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince: **DVD 12952**
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2: **DVD 13777**
Set in a dystopian future North America called Panem, a country consisting of the wealthy Capitol and 12 districts in varying states of poverty. Every year, children from each district are selected to participate in a compulsory annual televised death match called The Hunger Games.

The Hunger Games: **DVD 12868**
Catching Fire: **DVD 13606**
Mockingjay Part 1: **DVD 13320**
Mockingjay Part 2: **DVD 13321**
The Doctor, from a race called the Time Lords whose home planet is Gallifrey, travels through time and space in his ship the TARDIS (an acronym for Time and Relative Dimensions In Space) with numerous companions. From time to time he regenerates into a new form (which is how the show has been running since 1963). They will encounter some monsters, but at times they also have to save the world.

Season 1: **DVD 13531**  
Season 2: **DVD 13530**  
Season 3: **DVD 13529**  
Season 4: **DVD 13528**  
Season 5: **DVD 13532**  
Season 6: **DVD 13378**  
Season 7: **DVD 13379**  
Season 8: **DVD 13527**  
Season 9: **DVD 13526**  

**Genesis of the Daleks:** **DVD 11354**
When three college professors lose their jobs, they decide to go into the freelance "paranormal investigation and elimination" business. When their first client discovers her refrigerator has become a portal into the spiritual dimension, our heroes come face to face with an ancient evil force with plans to raise hell in Manhattan. When ghosts go on a rampage, only these men can save the world. Soon every spook in the city is loose and our heroes face the supreme challenge.

**DVD 12838**
A spoof of the Star Wars series, with Mel Brooks playing the dastardly president of an alien race out to steal the air supply of a neighboring planet. Fearless - and clueless - space heroes Lone Starr (Pullman) and his half/man half dog sidekick Barf (Candy) wage interstellar warfare to free Princess Vespa (Zuniga) from the evil Dark Helmet (Moranis). Along the way they encounter the wise little creature Yogurt (Brooks) who teaches them the mystical power of "The Schwartz."

DVD 0654
King Arthur and his knights embark on a low-budget search for the Grail, encountering many, very silly obstacles.

DVD 5600
Jake Sully is a former Marine who uses a wheelchair. But despite his broken body, Jake is still a warrior at heart. He is recruited to travel light years to the human outpost on Pandora, where a corporate consortium is mining a rare mineral that is the key to solving Earth's energy crisis. He is given a mission to infiltrate the Na'vi, who have become a major obstacle to mining the precious ore. But a beautiful Na'vi female, Neytiri, saves Jake's life -- which changes everything.
Set during the Cold War in 1957, the film is about a young boy named Hogarth Hughes, who discovers a giant metallic robot who fell from space. With the help of beatnik artist Dean McCoppin, they attempt to prevent the U.S. military and Kent Mansley, a paranoid federal agent, from finding and destroying the Giant.

DVD 12573
Set in an Asiatic-like world in which some people are able to manipulate the classical elements by use of psychokinetic variants of Chinese martial arts, known as "bending". The series follows the adventures of protagonist twelve-year-old Aang and his friends, who must bring peace and unity to the world by ending the Fire Lord's war against the other three nations.

Book 1: DVD 12092
Book 2: DVD 12093
Book 3: DVD 12094
Fifteen years after an alien race destroyed Earth, Cale searches for the spaceship Titan, which holds the secret to the salvation of the human race, before the evil Drej can destroy it.

DVD 0190
The film is set in the future (AD 2031) where, after a failed experiment to stop global warming, an ice age kills off all life on the planet except for the inhabitants of the Snowpiercer, a train that travels around the globe and is powered by a sacred perpetual-motion engine. Its inhabitants are divided by class; the lower-class passengers in one of the last cars stage an uprising, moving car by car up to the front of the train, where the oppressive rich and powerful live.

**DVD 12070**
Arthur Dent and Ford Prefect escape from the Earth moments before its destruction and join forces with Zaphod Beeblebrox on board the Heart of Gold and search for the ultimate question.

**DVD 3772**

The films center on the fictional Isla Nublar near Costa Rica in the Central American Pacific Coast, where a billionaire philanthropist and a small team of genetic scientists have created an amusement park of cloned dinosaurs.

Jurassic Park: **DVD 4057**
The Lost World: **DVD 12403**
Jurassic Park III: **DVD 1359**
Jurassic World: **DVD 13322**
The adventures of Marty McFly and his friend Dr. Emmet L. Brown as they travel backward and forward through time.

DVD 12731
The Matrix trilogy depicts a dystopian future in which computer programmer "Neo" learns this truth and is drawn into a desperate war against machine overlords that have enslaved humanity in an extremely sophisticated virtual reality gestalt.

The Matrix: **DVD 10662**
Matrix Reloaded: **DVD 11474**
Matrix Revolutions: **DVD 1878**
Fellowship of the Ring: DVD 1657, DVD 2279
Return of the King: DVD 4359
Twin Towers: DVD 4305, DVD 4313
The trilogy takes place in the fictional world of Middle-earth sixty years before the beginning of *The Lord of the Rings*, and follow hobbit Bilbo Baggins, who is convinced by the wizard Gandalf the Grey to accompany thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin Oakenshield, on a quest to reclaim the Lonely Mountain from the dragon Smaug.

**DVD 13541**
Through the examination of myth, legend, language and history, an exploration of how the imaginary world of Middle-Earth reflects our own. Includes interviews with the cast, filmmakers, explorers, anthropologists, and archaeologists.

**DVD 1732**

Set in the fictional world of Middle-earth, the films follow the hobbit Frodo Baggins as he and a Fellowship embark on a quest to destroy the One Ring, and thus ensure the destruction of its maker, the Dark Lord Sauron. The Fellowship eventually splits up and Frodo continues the quest together with his loyal companion Sam and the treacherous Gollum. Meanwhile, Aragorn, heir in exile to the throne of Gondor, Legolas, Gimli, Merry, and Pippin, and the wizard Gandalf unite to rally the Free Peoples of Middle-earth in the War of the Ring.